Unified Remote Access

DirectAccess PopUp Pilot
The DirectAccess PopUp pilot was specifically designed to remove
deployment blockers preventing DirectAccess adoption by creating a
simple, packaged pilot program on an appliance with a set of service
deliverables at an affordable price point. Customers taking advantage of
this program will be able to complete a DirectAccess POC in a fraction of
the time and cost that these projects normally run.

PopUp Pilot Services


Pilot Planning



Prerequisites Walk Through



Appliance Install



GPO Guidance



Success Criteria Document



End User Testing



DA Setup Documentation



DA User Training

Model URA-1500D Direct Access
Appliance


Supports 250 DA Users



1U, 19”x17”x14”



Dual Core CPU



4GB of RAM



2 x 500GB HDD



RAID 1



6 x GBE LAN



Lights Out Management

Remove the Barriers to Enjoying the Benefits of DirectAccess
The Benefits of Adopting DirectAccess
DirectAccess is a powerful technology by Microsoft for managed corporate users on
Windows 7 Enterprise or Ultimate, and Windows 8 Enterprise that enables a seamless
remote access experience for end users as well as a powerful method of managing remote
corporate endpoints. It automatically creates an always-on, always-managed two way
tunnel with users when they are connected to the internet. Adopters of DirectAccess will
enjoy the following benefits:





Lower support overhead with better end user experience
Easier management of remote corporate endpoints
Utilization of the full value of Windows Enterprise Clients
Increased business productivity for your remote workforce

A Proven Methodology to Speed-Up POC Success
DirectAccess PopUp Pilot Package Overview
Proving out a new remote access solution in a complex corporate environment can be
extremely challenging in terms of allocating hardware and resources, selecting the right
user group, and keeping the project on time and on budget. As a result of these
challenges, many initiatives for new technology adoption fail. Iron Networks’ DirectAccess
PopUp pilot provides a complete package of hardware and services to address these
challenges and walk customers through a simple process towards success. This process
includes:




Up to 40 hours of services with pre-packaged deliverables done by DirectAccess experts
1 POC appliance purpose-built and performance-tuned for DirectAccess
A proven methodology to ensure the maximum chances of success for the pilot

Prerequisites


Windows 8 Enterprise or…



Windows 7 Enterprise or Ultimate



Active Directory



Pilot User Group



Edge or DMZ



PKI Optional



No IPv6

SKU & Price


SKU: IN-DA-POPUP



Price: $9,995



Deployment Discount

Let’s Get Started!
Here is how you can get started to become part of the Iron Networks PopUp Pilot Program

Call us: 1-408-895-5000
Email us: sales@IronNetworks.com
Website: www.IronNetworks.com/DAPopUp
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